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An oleotrodo configuration which conaists of a pair of curront 
electrodea, spaced at £ unit apart, being kept at a great distance £ 
frcsa a pair of potential electrodes also spaced at g unit apart, has 
been investigated. Two theoretical apparent resistivity formulae 
were derived by appl3rlng Kelvin's theory of images to the problem of 
tvo>layer case. One formula is obtained by the exact method of 
solution, tho other being obtained by considering the pair of current 
electrodes as a single dipole* Results of numerical calculations 
show that the greater the spacing £ in comparison to the spacing g, 
the better tho dipole approximation will be and that the dipole 
approximation is valid only under condition that r vxaat be at least 
equal to 20a or greater.
Theoretical analysis shows that the configuration possesses 
several limitations which render it useless as a method for locating 
horizontal discontinuities in conduotlvlty.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Raslstlvity methode of prospecting have long been used for the 
investigation of siibaurface geologic structures and in search for 
mineral deposits. One of the methods of measuring the resistivity of 
the earth consists of the measurement of the voltage drop between two 
points on the surface of the grouaad while electric current is being 
Introduced through two o\irrent electrodes. The resistivity is then 
calotilated from the readings of the potential drop and the introduced 
current. There are a variety of ways to arrange the electrodes. The 
moat commonly used arrangements are tho Wonner- and Lee-eonflgurations 
(Docrbin, I960, Holland, 1940) Jakosky, 1961).
Recently C. C. Chang (1961) investigated two configurations. 0ns 
of the configuration which is oalled the A^oonfiguratlon, consists of 
two currant eleotrodob and C^, spaced a units apart, and of two
C x C. .
—  a — .
r ------------------- .
.— a — .
Pig, 1-1 The A-conflguratlon
potential electrodes and also spaaed g. tmlt apart, the eleotrode- 
pair spacing il. being large in comparis<m with tho spacing g (Fig. 1-1). 
Chang made a brief mathematical analysis on tho problem of two-layer 
case. He derived the apparent resistivity formula by applying the 
ooncopt of electric dipole, without carrying out fuz'thor analysis to 
detarmlno the validity of this apprcacimato solution. Thus his 
Investigation did not provide suffioiont information to determine
the validity of the A-configuration as a method of surface prospecting 
for locating horizontal discontinuities in oonductivity.
The primary purpose of this thesis is to cairy out a detailed 
analysis of the solution obtained by dipole apprccdmetion and from the 
results of the analysis to determine the practical utility of the 
A-o onflguration.
II. UmAXURE REVlBd
Tho problem of a tvo-layer case has been Investigated by Various 
people, such as Eimooel, Lancaster Jone, Roman, Xagg, etc. It is 
intented to presant here a brief aoeount of the work done by these 
previous workers.
After Wanner (1915) had furnished the key to the possibility 
of using eleotric resistivity method for explwatlcai by developing 
the well known Wenner-oonfiguraticm, Rooney and Qiah (1925) actually 
carried out the experiments and detaonstrated the possibility of the 
method of resistivity explcoration. From their experiments they 
established the hypothesis that if the apparent resistivity la plotted 
against eleotrode spacing, a sudden change in curvature is taken as 
;todloatlag the presence of a body i^oh has oonductivity different 
from that of the sulirfhoe medium and lies at a depth equal to the 
eleotrode Interval at which the ourvaturo occurs. This qualitative 
method of interpretation is purely em^ioal and has been used with 
little sttooess in the problem of depth doteminatlon.
Little advance had been made In the theorotioal analysis until 
Hummel, in 1929# threw sene light on the theoretiool study of the 
problem. Rumel (1929) carried out a thorou^ mathematical analysis 
on the problna of current flow in uolfcum horlsontally stratified 
earth. By using the concept of image theory, he solved the prcblem 
of potential distribution for the three-layer case and derived the 
apparent resistivity formula for the Wenner-configuration* He also 
prepared a series of apparent resistivity ourvee with the aid of 
which the interpretation had been greatly Improved.
Later Lancaater-Jonea (1930), tialng tho principle of Image 
theory, derived the apparent realatlvity formula for a single uniform 
overburden (or two-layer case) for the Wonner-ccmfiguration, Ha showed 
that, contrary to the Glsh-Rooney hypothesis, there is no abrupt 
change in tho curvature of the curve giving the apparent resistivity 
as a function of the eleotrode spacing when the electrode separation 
is equal to the depth of the sub-surface medium of contrasting 
resistivity, Tagg (1930), by modifying Lancaster Jone’s formula, 
prepared a set of standard ourvsa giving tho apparent resistivity as 
a function of depth, Tagg's ourvea are now widely used for depth 
interpretation in the two- and thrso-li^Yer oases,
Romsn (1931, 1933, 1941, 1953, 1959) has made considerable 
oentributiona to the method of interpretation. In 1931 Roman published 
a mathematioal analysis and a set of tables for use in the intorprotatlon 
of resistivity measurements, made at tho surface of tho earth, which 
was assumed to cbnsist of an overburden of tinifoxm thlokoess overlying 
a bed of infinite extent. In 1941 he developed the method of super­
position used for the interpretation of two-^ layer case earth- 
resistivity curves. He also made a detailed Image analysis of multiple-* 
layer resistivity problems (1959). In this work he developed a 
systematic analysis of the ap|d.lcation of Kelvin's method of Images 
to )H.ane parallel boundaries and applied the method to cases of two 
or of three boundaries. The results were reduced to a geophysloal 
case in which the upper layer is air end all the electrical contacts 
are on the boundary between the air and the surface of the earth.
ni. mm m m h L  hbiciples of the
THEORY OF CURRENT FLOW
1, Point-sourco In An Infinite Hcmogenous Medium
In resistivity measurements tho current may be introduced Into 
the ground by means of electrodes, which can mathematically be treated 
as two separate point-sources of oqual and opposite strength*
A point-source of strength I amperes is defined as a point at 
which elootricity is being generated at a constant rate of 1 coulombs 
per second. Consider a point-source of strength I^ in an infinite 
homogenoua medium of resistivity When the stoady-etate cmdltion
is established, there will be no accumulation of charge at any point*
If the polnt-souroe is surrounded by a closed surface, the quantity 
of eleotrioity flowing outward across the surface must be I amperes* 
Since the surrounding medium Is homogenous and conductive, the current 
Is radiating out equally in all directions fFcsa the point-source.
Hence, It will be convenient to assume for such a closed surface a 
sphere of srbltrary radiiis r, with the point-source as the center.
By symmetry, the curr^t density, which is defined as the quantity of 
current flowing across an unit area of the surface, must be the same 
at every point of tho sphere) since the total current flowing across 
the sphere is 1  and tho surface area of tho sphere is 4Trr^, tho 
current density is given by
i = I/4'tri‘^ 3-1
Next lot us determine tho potential distribution anywhere inside 
tho surrounding medium, due to the poijit-aouroe, Undor the steady- 
state condition, the potential at any point ie a solution of the
Laplace's equation which expcressed In tarma of spherical coordinates, 
takes the form
'dt ' f sin 0 "3©
. - V  1 2^ V _ 0
~ie) sin^'e ”
3-2
Hence, by solving Laplace's equation and applying the appropriate 
boundry conditions, one can obtain tho potential function,
Frcnn the oonaideratlon of symmetry the potential funoti<m £ is 
only a function of the distance z from, the point-source, and consequently 
(3-2) reduces to
to) = °dr
By performing the integration we obtain






where 4 is an arbitrary constant. Again by integrating both sides of 
(3-4) we get
AV 5 + B 3-5
where Q. is an arbitrary oonstant. The constants 4 and ^  can be 
deterjosined from the foUowlng boundary condltloissi
(1) If ve assume that tho potential ][ is aero at infinity 2, 
vanishes.
(2) Ohm's law states that
X - - ^ -gjr*
(3iVwhere is the resistivity of the medium, ^  the potential gradient
3-6
By differentiating (>5) we get
dv _ A
dET" ~ r^
Frcan (3-1), (3-6), and (>7) wo get 









(3-6) expresses the potential Y. at eny point In the infinite medium 
duo to a single point-source,
2* Point-source At the Boundary Plane of SeMl-lnflnlte Medium 
If the polnt-souroe is situated at the boundasy plane of a 
seal-infinite homogenous conductive medium, the other half of the 
space being filled with a perfect Insulating medium (for example,air) 
the current X is contained within a hemisphere instead of a sphere 
because no ourrent flows across the boundary plane into the perfect 
insulating medium, and the current density X becomss 1/2 t i** Q<«iae- 
quently, the expression for the potential function V becomes
2Tfr 3-9
3. Bleotrie Dipole
Consider two point-soxurces and 0^, Let the negative point- 
source Gg be located at y^, Sq, end the positive point-source 
at Xq + dxg, 70, SQ (Fig. 3-1). The potential at a point P (x, y, a) 
due to the negative point-source C2 is
IpV* = - Airr,op
r 2 2 2T ^
where r^p = |^ ( x ~ Xq ) + ( y - yo) + ( z - J •
positive polnt-soxaroe Wefa to be located at the same position as
C2, then it would give rise to the same potential at P but of opposite 
sign, because the point-sources are equal in strength but opposite in 
sign) or
I fV" =
At  ^ op
Since is displaced by a distance dxQ along the positive direction 
of the x-axis there is a change In the potential due to at P and 
the change is equal to
7) V " _ 2^'7> Xq o - -"op'
As a resxilt the resultant potential at P due to both and 0^ is
v-[
At **,op
±. ( ^ U x J7) Xq Avr^p / \ - «JLL At *’op
f J L  A
A TT '3*0   ^ ^op ^ 3-10
If we let dXQ -> 0 as I —>00 in g^ch a way that the product IdXQ remains 
finite, wa have foxmed what is Imown as on electric dipole.
If P, 0^, and 0^ ell lie on the x-y plane and along the x-a^s as 
shown in Fig. 3-2, then the potential at P due to the eleotrio dipole 
GjLC2 is given by
V = £ p * a . -1. r - 3* ^
A t  7)*o ^ *0 '
PIdxo 1
"X t  ‘ Ix"« Xq )^ 3-11
Fig* 3-1* Eleotrio dipole In Infinite medliun
Fig. 3-2. Eleotrio dipole situating at the houndary 
plane of the seml-lnflnlte medium
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If the x-y plane ia the boundary plane between a homogenoua seml- 
lnflnlte oonduotlve meditim and air then (3-11) becomes
1V - -^ 2tr * (x - x_)2 > 12
A* A-conflguration
Fig, > 3  Illustrates that all the electrodes of tho A-oonflguratlon 
are located on the surface of the ground. The space above the ground 
surface is filled with air which Is assumed to have infinite resistance, 
while the space below the surface is occupied by homogenous earth of 
infinite in extent. So we ore considering tho oase in which the 
point-sources and the potential points ere located at the boiindary 
plane of a homogenous semi-infinite medium.
J»-Oo A(R
Fig, > 3  A-ccaafiguration, electrodes located 
at the boundary plane of semi- 
infinite homogenous medium
Referring to (>9) it can be seen that the resultant potential 
at due to and is
_ J :_  .  i  1






The resultant potential at is
I /?Vp. - 2 T
IF ,
5 t
L T  i -  - J L . 1
IT *■ r r + a. J
r(r+ a.) 3-13b
respectively* It follows that the potential difference between Pj_ and
P^la
AV = Vp.—  V
I r 6L a. 1
Z t  LiFn^-a7 “ ?Ti^a7J
'XP, ^
T  * r{r^-a‘)
The resistivity of the ground is then given by





Since it is assumed that the spacing £ is very large in compar­
ison with the spacing g, we may, to a suffloient degree of approximation, 
consider the pair of cuxxent electrodes as a single dipole and then, 
by using the concept of electric dipole developed previously, calculate 
the potential at each potential eleotrode and the potential difference* 
ILat the coordinates of 0^ and 0^ be Xq , 0, 0, and xo dxg, 0, 0,
respectively* Also assume that P^  is located at x, 0, 0, and P at
2
X dx, 0, 0* Referring to (3-lZ) one can see that the potential at P^ 
is
•'TtT ’ • .cJix - Xq)
12
The potential at ?2 is given by
Vo - V. 4-p^  p. -* .
i?IdXo ^Idxodx 7> f 1 \
 ^(x - Xo)^ J2 Cx™-'x7e- + ^X q
It follows that the potential differenoe between and ?2 is
^V = Vp, -  Vr,
-  -  l/idxpdx "3
2 T  * “sx
= , /?i4^Trtx - Xg)^  ~ TT
Hence the resistivity of tho ground is given by
3a V l i LId.
3-16
3-17
where dV/k is the volts per unit length at the "receiver" bM  Ig is the 
strength of the current dipole of tho "transmitters".
Sines r >> 3L therefore r2>»<3i2 end r^ -a.^5sr^. It follows 




which is identical with (3-17).
Next we will consider what error would likely be encountered if 
(3-18) were used to calculate the resistivity instead of (3-15).
The errors corresponding to different (r/a)ratlo are shoiim in Table 3-1. 
It can be seen that the error decreases as the(r/a)ratlo Inoreases;
It can be seen that It reduces from A,l67;t at x = 5 to about 0.04^ 6 at 
X - 50. It follows that the greater the spacing £ in comparison with 
the »p«M>lng J. tho dlpola epprcwdiaatlon will be mca*o acotirate.
13
TABLE > 1
ERRORS IN OIIOLS APiRGXiMATION
(1) (2) (3) (A)
(r/iO^ x r2 - r^=(xa)^ S=f(3) - (2)'






20 399a^ 400a^ 0.251^
25 624a 625a^ 0.160J6




40 1599a2 I600a^ 0.063$
A5 2024a^ 2025a^ 0.0A9$
50 2A99a^ 2500a^ O.OAO$
uIV. APPARENT RESISTIVITY OF A SINGLE 
UNIFORM OVEKBURDEW
In the preoeeding ohapter ve have obtained the equations of 
potential distribution dus to point-sources situated at the boundary 
plane of a semi-infinite homogenous medium. Should the medium be 
stratified and consist of layers of different resistivities, these 
equations will no longer hold because the ourrent distribution has 
been changed considerably by the non-uniformity of the medium. The 
solution of this problem can be obtained by using Maxwell's theory of 
Images (itowoU, 1891; Lean, 1925).
1. Image Theory
According to Maxwell (1891) an eleotrio image is defined as 
"an electrified point or system of points on one side of a surface 
which would produce on the other side of that siirfaoe the electrical 
action which the actual electrification of that surface really does 
produce”. One should note that the eleotrloal images are analogous to 
tho virtual Images in optics.
Consider the case in which a plane surface separates two media 
of different resistivities. Suppose that there is a point-source 8 
located at a distance 4. the plane surface in the first mediuJa of 
resistivity (Fig. A-1).
At the boundary the following oonditloius exist:
(a) The potential Is equal to the potential at tho plane 
surface, or Kdxen 8 = 0, Vj^  = V2)
(b) At tho boundary plane, the component of tho current density 
normal to the piano must be the same on both sides of the plane, that
[V.3
2 = 0 -
A
S A ( o ,o .d )








fig. A-1 llleotrloal Image 
la when a =0, (!],)« = Ghms lav
U D . = -  ^  3
J\ D%
an.d.
Ujj). = - i  3  
* fj
1 1 i>2z.
7 ^  ■ *3 a
These oondltions mcgr bo satisfied by placing an Image 3* of the polnt- 
souroe 3 in the seoaod medium, auoh that 3S* is normal to the plane 
of separation and SS* is blseoted by the plane. The potantlal ^  at 
any point P in the Hrst medium due to the point-souroo and ite image 
ie





r’l = [ / t  y*+ (» + 4)*1 ^
16
kj^ e<»a9 factor by which the strength of the point-aource S must 
be multiplied to obtain the strength of the Image. The potential at 
any point P* in the second medium due to any imaginary source at 0, 0, 
d, of strength times that of the original source, is
r 2 2 / \2j-kwhers rg ■= 1 x -V y t (-a + d)
^2 = some factor similar to k^.
By applying condition (S) to (4-1) and (4-2) «o get
4-2
4 tF I r i   ^ r ’j^  J
^
4 tt ^2
Since a t a = 0  r- = r' = r , therefor©X X 2
1 +  k^ =kg
Differentiating (4-1) and (4-2) with respect to s and evaluating at 
e = 0, ve get
4-3
and
HSL- Ijp|^ [ a “• d (a9 a ' + (a - d)2j% ta?
'iil 1/1(1 -■,v d
2T. -1z»o Air y^ -t d'




E^om (4-4a), (4-4b), and condition (b) we get 
I ka7 i a - k i ) =  ^
and /gd - 1*^ ) = 1^^ 2 4-5
17
By solving (A-3) and (A-5) we obtain 
k, - ^
V -^ 2 -*1 _ 2 Pz
^  J T ^ ' W T K
I A  r 1 f, -/?
and
Hence ^1 =1 AT
r JL ^ i ! x , «L.l
L Ti JgTJj r'j^ J




The factors and are often referred to as the "reflection 
factor". It oan be seen that if the second medium is moro resistant 
than tho first medium, or /  > /^  , fe, will have positive values and 
if, on the other hand, the second medium is more oonduotlve then the 
first medium or /g ^ ^  wiH have negative values. In tho case
that the second medium is a perfect conductor or ^
oqual to -1. On the other extreme, if it is a perfect Insulator 
(for example, air) or will bo equal to +1. So will
take on values between -1 and -^ 1 for the intermediate resistivities.
2. Ap0.ioatlon of Image ‘Theory to Two Layer Case
Here ve have a oase in which a \iniform overburden of oonstant 
thickness overlies a uniform bed of infinite thickness. The overburden 
has a rssistivity different from that of the underlying bed. This Is 
essentially a three-layer oase, the upper-most layez* being air which 
is assumed to have infinite resistivity, as illustrated in Fig* A-2.
In the geophysical oase ve have the polnt-souroe located at the 
boundary plane between the air end the overburden. Suppose that the 
point-source has a polo strength up* Sue to the presence of the 















- - -  1 , U >
u n d e r l y i i;g b e d
Pig. 4-2, Images of a single point-aource due to 
reflection at the boundary planes
19
Images. First, It is reflected at tho plane 1^— ^  and produces an 
Imago of strength whore = ( ^  “ ^ ^1^' depth 2h
below the surface. The image Itself Is being reflected at the 
plane /c. — end proiucos an image at a height equal to 2h, 
of strength where Isq =• { F - ■*■ fj^). Since , the
resistivity of tho air. Is assumed to be infinite = 1 and conse­
quently tho strength of is k^ ra which is equal to the strength of
I_, I* is in turn being reflected and prodtices another image at 1 1
a depth of 4bL« oT strength k^m. The image ^2 ^
—  2height of 4k and Its strength is also equal to kj^ m. This process of 
reflection is repeated over and over again, and as a result the 
point-source has an Infinite number of Images both in the upward and 
downward directions. Hence the resultant potential at a point P at 
a diatanoo £ from the point-source is
m £? ls?nV = - + 2 T  -i
r  A . r,
1 ^  
Y»= I *n 4-8
where ^  ia the distance of the nth image from tho potential point 
P, £ the distance of P from the point-source, and m= lJ^/2%
3, Solution for the A-configuration
(a) Exact method of solution
Fig. 4-3 illustrates the positions of Images relative to the 
curront electrodes, Cj_ and C2, of the A-configuration. By using 
(4-8) tho potential at each potential electrode can be determined. 
The potential at P^ is given by
Vp = i H  ( J l-. -l-l-Ka f
2 Tt t r  -  a r  J 2 T
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i? — X
Pig. 4-5. ImagGs of the current electrodes of the 
A-oonflguration
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and tho potential at is given by
v»r. 2 T
l[(2nh)^ + J  ~ [(2nh>^ + (r +aj^l
It foUotfo that the potential difference between P, and P^  is1 2






In actual field operation, the resistivity value which ia 
determined from the readings of the current and the potential 
difference 2JL cannot be considered as the resistivity of a definite 
depth of earth, but rather a weighed average of layers of different 
resistivities, the welshing factor being constantly changed with 
the eleotrode spacing* Henoe the resistivity value obtained from 
a field measurement is often termed the "apparent resistivity" and 







r 2 2r(r - a )
la 4-11
By equating this equation and (4-10) we obtain the following apparent 
resistivity fomulat
 ^ O ^A a 2 r g2 a / 1
t(anh)2 + (r   ^a)^ ]  i '  ( (2nh)2 -p ) ) 4-12
22
“  A  . r(r" - a^) ^
/i ■ " "
£2 n r X
^ ^ [(2nh)^+ (r a ) ^
+ _______ 1_______ 2________
[(2nh)^ 4-(r +a)^J^ [(2nh)^ + 4-13
(b) Solution by dipole approximation
Let the coordinates of 0-j^ and be x^ dx^, 0, 0, end x^,
0, 0, respectively. Be referring to (4-B) it oan be seen that the 
potential at due to a single point source at is
v= 1 4 ;____ l _^-2 f  1
21t „f7 [(2nh)2+(x -  x ,)2 ] i  J
By differentiating )i with respect to and multiplying tho result by 
dx^ ve obtain the potential at Pj^ dus to the dipole which is composed 
of the two current electrodes and C^. Thus




f  1 f  h  - »o)____
l(x - Xo)^ 2 ^  [(2nh)^ + (x “
dx
Tho potential at P^ due to the dipole is




It loUowa that the potential dllleranoa betvaan P. and P IsX 2









" 1 ^  ,a/




[ ( ^ r  + r^]^~ ■pSp~Tr®"pi>'j 4 -14
23
The apparent raelstlvlty Is calculated from (3-17), or
P AV a - 4-15
By equating (4-14) and (4-17) we obtain tho apparent roaietivity 
formula,
1
 ^ ^  '^[(2nh)27rrShPT T q i i  - T T S i F r s T i7721%))
Pa 3 n r i_______1
^  ^   ^ f(2nh)2-h r2  f ( 2 n h ) 2 J
(4-16) ie actually a limiting case of (4-13) aa approaches to




r(r^ - a^ )*-5T = / !
oo n ✓
• i i ( - ^r(r^ - a^ ) r\=i ' [(2nh)^ + (r - a)^3^
-f .................. 7___________ ^ ......n  4-17
f(2nh)^+ (r + a)^ 3 ^  £(2nh)2 + r^3^
As & approaches to 0 the limit is
11m
a->o
^ 4  •
llm 
) J a-»o r(r2 - «2)
•+
y  ^1 / 1_______  _______1 2______  ^
F, ?  1(aih)2+ (r-a)2]* * D:snh)2t (r-fa)^]^ “ f e j ^ + r * )  * .
’‘i - » L f r(2ah)2tV-a)2]i
1 2________
[(2i*)i+(r a ) Z T  ‘ [(2nh)2 +  J '
4-18
Let X
^ [(2nb)^+ (r-a)2]T [(2nh)2+ (r + a)^]^ *" I(2nh)2+r^l^
■m 2P = a 2
24
The llmito of the ebove exprasalons are
llm F, r
^ ' [(2nh)Ar^]*'' | ( S h ) ? 7 ?  ■ [(2nh)2+r2f
^ 0
llm p 
a-^o 2 - 0
It follows that
U m T ,  /  U x T ^  = o/o
a->o\F2/ a-^o  ^ a-^o
which is indeteminate. It can be shown, however, that 
a-*o ^ P2' a^o\f?rj )
(Smith, 1953). By differentiating Fj^  and F^ respectively twice with
respect to a ve obtain
t2
F"i = 3(r-a) 3(r+a)'
^ t(2nh)^-(r-a)2 p2nh)^(r+a)^3^ [(2nh)^r-a)21^
[(2nh)^ (r-+a)^l%
-- 2
As  ^approaches to 0 the Unite of these expressions are
p
llm yti _ 6r^ ^-  — — ~s - — a- _
[(2nh)^+r2 3 %• ■" [(2nh)^+r2 3%-
lim pn = 2 
a-*b 2
By sid)stitntlng these limits into (4-18) wo get
£  , -4 - Jl + 5^ Ki II® f l'”l \
- I ..— -n +
t nt,
PS a r 3r
lj(2nh)^r^]^ ” [(2nh)^+r^ ]^1
Rewriting tho above equation ve get
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P. l + r‘ I  A”  {I I
yr*
[(2nh)2+i*^ ]^ =^  [(2nh) 4-19
whld) Is the limit of (4-12) as g. approaches 0, It oan be seen that 
(4-19) and (4-16) are exactly identical.
V. ANALYSIS OF SOLOTION
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1« Test of Gonvergenoe
In the preoeedlng chapter ve have arrived at two apparent 
resistivity formulae, namely (4-13) and (4-16). It ia noted that 
oach of these formulae contains a term which Is an infinite series. 
Gansequently, it is neoeaaery to teat whether the series in oach 
equation is convergent or divergent.
The series term of (4-13) and (4-16) are
3, o e IjlzA  f  kj f ; , , 1
& 7(2nh)+(r-a)7^ '[(2nh)\(r+a)7^
[{2nh)Ai T f ]
and 3 o» n r




Let us consider (^ -1) first. (5-l) can bo written in the following
form:
3, ^  r(r V )  "  ‘S . r(r2-a2) ^
t(2rii) +^(rta)^
r(r^ -a^ ) ^ 2ki5-—
[(2nh)ir^3^
5-3
Since (5-3) contains three series we can test each series separately 
for its omvergence. Then if all these series converge (5-3) will 
also converge« Let
X = y  \
a { (2nhJ^+(^^ 5-4a
^ ' a^ C(2nh)^+(r-a)^^
^ _ r(r^-a^) |s 21^ 




Let U , denote the (n-vl)th term and U„ the nth term of the series, ntl “
From (5-4a) we oan see that
X
and / 2 2\U - T\T -a ) ,
,n
n [4nV+{r~a)^l^
It follows that tho ratio of the absolute value of D_ , to the
n +1
absolute value of is
l”nl |i^ l • [4(n+l)Ai^,4-(r-a)^]i'J
hr) I-• W  X [ 4 h 2 J  aji- (11-J)





has a range from -1 to +1. Then by the theorem of ratio test of 
oonvergenoe (Taylor, 1953| Wilson, 1912), the aeries will converge 
absolutely provided Ikjl < 1, Therefore tho series converges under the 
condition that -1 < 1^<+1. But for kj^ = ± 1 we have
llm
a -> oo % ^ 1Un
II 1
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Under thle ocndltlon the test furnishes no Infonmtion relative to the 
oonvergence or dlvergenoe of the aeries. It Is necessary to employ 
another teat. It la noted that if (5-4a) is e series of non-
negative terms} if, on the other hand, = -1 (5-4a) is an alternate 
aeries.









^ 7 [4«2h2^ . (r-a)^ 2a^
a* b->o^ J
2 2
) (r-a) a® j [4* ^ 1 7 (r-aji^*
[ Infinity - kfl + [l+jb!t)^ ]' ]^-j_ y(i^-a^)
’Im
Slnoa the integral heoomes infinite at the upper limit the Integral 
diverges, thus, by the theorem of the integral test (taylor, 1953), 
the series (5-4a) divergee idtan %-tl*
«»U 1^  = -1 (S-U) u  «  .«u.. a. nth t«» «f th.
aeries is
y[(2tih)*+(r-a)2 3 t




Since 1 Ujj and 1 ^ ® ^  = 0 alternate series cmvergea.
We have shewn that (5-*4a) converges when -1^K^<1 and diverges 
when Iq. = 1, Similarly, it can also be proved that (5-4b) and (S-Ao) 
converge and diverge under the same conditions as (5~4a) does. 
Therefore, (5-1) o<mvorges when -l^kj^<l and diverges when ls^ -= 1. 
Next, let us consider (5-2). From (5-2) wo have
»2
V l  = -----fl..[4(n +1) V-v r*^ ] ^2. +1) V-f r^  ] 7= J
and „ 3 n
®n ~ 14 ■
The ratio of the absolute value of to the absolute value of
\  la
fuj . 74(n -t-1)^  -V r^ 3^ 2r^-4n^^
= I J& I X f [2rV(n+l)^ -4h^ 3 [4h^ -vrVn^ l 
[^4h^  + (r/n + l4]^ [2rVn^ — 4h^ ^
* ^ } l
-  I kJ J  f  t z f  /(n La?^T^/n^
 ^ 1 +  [2r2/n^ -4h^  J





: IlCjJ X ( J b ^  X X l]
I (4h)5 (-<h2) li
= IA)
We can see that (5-2) converges absolutely provided |kjl < 1. This 
means that (5-2) is a convergent series tinder the condition that
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-1 < < 1. Again, when - 1 we do not know whether the series
is convergent or divergent because lim (IL * / Uh )" * *






[(2xh)2 + r^ ] ** [(2xh)^ + r^
3_____.......V  __________ ______= ^ ( k f  j
- 3 (i) +
Tt»‘
= /■-£
- A xl2b ) f p :
■7k
lim
b->®® JEt ( 'a * )2 > r 2  ]54" [(2ih)2 + r 2 J *  " I l[(2jai)2+r2]^=, > - A
J s : ■ Idx —
2^}
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dx = - - 4. .X2h: (2h)3(l + f. 2h 2h(l + )
It can be seen that the Integral is finite aa long as £ and k are 
finite. Henoe the integral is convergent and it follows that (5-2) 
also converges when = 1.





It J&:"  ■ " ' [ ( 2nh)2 t r ^ ] 55. '  f(2nh)2+ >  J
As a approaches to infinity the limit of is equal to 0. Since
<  Ujj and lim Ujj = 0 the alternate series converges. Thus 
ve have proved that the serloi (5-2) is convergent for -l^Srk^^l,
2. Numerical Calculations
By examining (4-13) and (4~l6) it ia noted that four variables, 
namely Jj^ , £, k# /^, are Involved in each of these equations. As 
a result it becomes rather complicated to obtain the numerical 
solution. So it is necessary to modify these equations for numerloal 
calculation.
By letting the ratio r/a = x, (4-13) can be written in the following 
form: 0
+ ,1 2
[ ( 2 n h / r ) 2 -  [1 + (2nh/r)23|. 5-5
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(4-16) oan be rewritten as
£§-1 V  r BK? K? 1
Pi  1 [ l  + (2n h /r)21 4^: ■  [ l- f  (2n h /r)2 l^^ J
5-6
2nh r)2]%- t-(2n ] .
It is noted from (5-5) and (5-5) that if definite values are assigned 
to JtL E then tho ratio A/o can be ccxoputed os a function of h/r.
It has already been shown that the reflection factor Be
any value between -1 and +1, The expression for given by (4~6a) 
can be rewritten in the following form:
k, = 1 - 5-7
The values of P, corresponding to different values of are given 
in Table 5-1* Thus it can be seen that each value of oorresponde 
to a certain type of ground condition. It follows that by employing 
different values of resistivity curves related to different types 
of ground condltlcoi oan be computed.
3. Results of Numerical Calculations
Numerical calculations wore carried out by using (5-5) and (5-6) 
respectively. The purpose of tho numerical compiitation was two-fold; 
(1) to determine the deviation of the dipole approximation from the 
exact solution, and (2) to see how the resistivity ratio /^ , changes 
with respect to the diange in h/r.
In the calculations three values of namely 0.2, 0.4, and 
0,6, ware used. For each value of corresponding to different
valuea of h/r was computed. The values of h/r were spaced at 0.1 
interval. It Is to be noted that when 31^ is positive it is more 
convenient to express tho rolation In terms of conductivity by
TABLE 5-X
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VALUES OF P /Px CORaESPOHDINQ TO THE 
VARIOUS ASSUMED VALUES OF
h *^1 P/p,
1.0 I/xi -1.0 oo
0.9 1A9 -0.9 19
0.8 1/9 -0.8 9
0.7 1/5.67 -0.7 5.67
0,6 1/4 -0,6 4
0.5 1/3 -0.5 3
0.4 1/2,33 -0.4 2.33
0.3 lA.86 -0.3 1,86
0.2 IA.5 -0.2 1.5
0.1 V1.22 -0,1 1.22
0.0 a A 0.0 1
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calculating th® values of instead of / « being the apparent
i;onductlvlty = , and CT conduotlvlty of the surface layer =
l/^ . Definite values were also assigned to tho quantity £ In (5-5). 
The values used were from 10 to 50. In all the calculations 15 terms 
of the infinite series in each equation were used.
The numerical calculations were performed by the Royal-McBee 
LQP-30 electronio digital oompoter. The calculations were programed 
In the floating point Interpretative system 24.2. The words "floating 
point" imply that the number in the problems are represented in two 
parts, occupying two addresses. The first part represents tho 
significant digits of the number, end the second part represents the 
location of tho decimal place. The computer programs are given in 
Appendix B.
The results of the numerloal calculations are as shown in Table 
5-2 and the tables ia Appendix A.
By referring to Table 5-2 it can bo seen that the values in the 
first column were calculated from (5-6) or the approximate equation, 
iHiile the values in the remaining three coltnms were obtained from 
(5-5) or the exact equation. Fyom the table it is noticed that for 
a specific value of h/r the corresponding value of obtained frcm 
(5-5) approaches to the value of ^ /(T, obtained from (5-6) as the 
value of £ Inoreases. This means that deviation of the dipole 
approximation from the exact solution becomes smaller aa the ratio 
r/a becomes larger and larger. Henoe this shows that the greater 
the separation between the two pairs of electrodes of tho A-conflgura­
tion the better the dipole approximation will be. At x = 10 the 
difference between the exact solution and the apprcndmatlon occurs in
HIRl^ICAL VALUES OF THE {SJKD0CTIVITI BATIOS^/n 



















































The velt»a in coliEm (1) vara stained fSTom (5-6) vhila those valtcss 
ia columns (2), (3), (4), (5), and (6) were obtained from (5-5). All 
these values correspond to ]^ = 1.
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Fig. 5-1. Curves shov'lng the relation 
between and h/r
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the third place of doolmal, but when £  Is Increased to 20 the differenoe 
becomes less than 10**^ , For practical purposes, if the deviation is 
less than 10'^ the approximation may be considGred as sufficiently 
accurate* Therefore one can see that the dipole approximation is 
valid under the condition that r must be at least 20 times or greater 
than 20a»
By referring to Fig, 5-1 it is qtiite interesting to notice that 
ae h/r Inoreases the oonductivity ratio also inoreases, and all 
the curves tend to approach to imity. The explanation for the ebove 
behaviours of curves ie that when h/r is small, that is the thioloiess 
of the sxirface layer is small. In comparison to the electrode spacing 
£, the Influenoo of the underlying bod on the ourrent flow ie great, 
and as the ratio h/r increases the influence becomes leas until h/r 
becomes so large that the influence of the uxderlylng bed is negligible 
and the conductivity ratio <Ya|T^ wlll approach to unity because the 
apparent conductivity is now approaching to the oonduotlvlty of the 
surface layer* This can be shown by finding the limit of 
h/r approaches to infinity. From (5-5) wo obtain the following limit: 
Uffl r A ) _  llm -A. [ l-h/b I p J  “ h/b-»o® l-+x^(l—  -J-) y  kJ? ( ______________ 5-j^ i
[(2tah/r)2 + £ j z
VN-I ^ [(2nh/r)^ + (l —
'a. 1_______ __ 2
” [It (2n^ )2ji^
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= 1 -t 0 = 1 
Similarly from (5-6) we obtain tho following limiti
• lim
* b/b->oo




^ 1 ^  f  1 ^  f____ 3jl_______________i L _ l
a  h / b ^  ]iH.(2nh/r)'']%3




VI. LIMIIATIONS OF THE A-CONFIGUHATIOM 
IN VERTIOAL mOPIUNG
The field teohniqu© used for locating horizontal discontinidties 
in conductivity is known as "vertical profiling". (Dorbin, 1951}
Holland, 1940; Jakosky, 1961). In vortical profiling the meastarement 
is carried out with th© center of the configuration remaining fixed 
but the eleotrode separation being progressively increased mtil tho 
maximum desired penetration la reached, VJlth tho A-configuration the 
measurement can bo carried out by expanding the configuration symmetri­
cally with respect to the center of the configuration or the station 
S (Fig, 6-1), the electrode separation a being kept constant. Generally 
speaking, as the electrode spacing £ increases the depth of ourrent 
penetration increases. Xt is to noted, however, that the depth of
r  1




n 1 1 ^
-----------------------------------^Tz -----------------------------------le
Pig, 6-1 ELoctrode arrangement for 
vertical profiling
ourrent penetration is not a linear function of tho electrode separa­
tion because in actual practice the medium oan never be perfectly 
homogenous and isotropic.
The apparent resistivity can be computed frm tho field measure­
ments by using (3-17), or




where is tBe moasured potjsntial difference between and P^ , I 
being the intreduced ourrent.
If the A-configuration were to be used for vortical profiling 
there would be several limitations to b® ©ncountorod in the field,
Tho measured potential differenoe between the potential elootrodes is 
given by
TTr^
If tho quantities I, a, and /a, are constant then tho potantlal
difference _£ i® Inversely proportional to r^. So one can immedi—
ately see that the potential difference decreases very rapidly 
aa the configuration expands. In the last ohapter it has been shown 
that the dipole approximation holds good ody if the spacing £ is at 
least 20a. This means that during the field measiu'ements the separ­
ation between the two pair of electrodes must be large and as a result 
the potential difference to be measirced will be so small that it 
cannot be recorded accurately or oannot be measured at all. This may 
be seen more clearly by considering some numerloal examples. Table
6-1 shows the values of £J. corresponding to different values of 
(The range of the resistivities probably encountered in ore prospecting 
is from about 5 x 10*4 to 5 x 10^ ohm— m^.) From the table It Is 
noted that the potential difference decreases as £ increases and 
is very small if the resistivity is very low. One can therefore see 
that the measurement of w H I  Be particularly difficult in the 
area where th© resistivity of the ground is low. Table 6-2 and Fig.
6-2 show the values of corresponding to different values of a, 
pL being assumed to bo equal to 5 x 10^ ohm-ia. It is noted that 
when £ ia equal to 40a (1©. x=40) ^  is less than 10 millivolts.
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lABLB 6-1
POTENTIAL DIFPliiRENOE CCSRESPONDINQ TO DIFFHIENT 
VALUES OP yS. . a 1 . I/ r- = 1 . x  = r/ a .
5x10“^  ohiB-a 5x10° ohffi-m 5x10^ ohm-m
5 4.00x10“^ 4.00x10”2 40.000
10 5.00x10"*^ 5.00x10“^ 5.000
15 1.483dO"'^ 1.48x10"3 1.481
20 6.25x10“® 6.25x10^“^ 0.625
25 3.20x10"® 3.20x10*'^ 0,320
30 1.85x10*® 1.85x10“^ 0.185
35 1.17ja0"® 1.17x10“'^ 0,117
40 7.81x10"9 7.81x10“^ 0.078
45 5.49x10“^ 5.49x10”'5 0.055
50 4.0Qx10”9 4.00xl0"~^ 0.040
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So thoro is a tondency for the potential duo to tho introduced ourrent 
to be masked by the natural potential.
From the above consideration one can see that owning to tho very 
small value of the potential drop very Benaltlve measuring 
Instruments will be desired. It ia to bo noted, however, that the use 
of very sensitive equipments may not be justified.
There is a serious error which may be introduced as a result of 
the inaccurate measurement of the electrode spacing £, From (6-1) 
it can bo soon that the apparent roslstivity fa^ io directly proportional 
to the cubo of tho electrode spacing £. Hence a slight error intro­
duced during the measurement of r will cause the value of ^  to 
deviate considerably.
The A-configuration also possesses another serious limitation.
As a result of grouping the two curront electrodes together and keeping 
them at a great distance from the pair of potential electrodes, 
practically the whole of the introduced ourrent tends to bo confined in 
that portion of the ground containing the two current electrodes while 
caily a small portion of the current may bo able to flow to a greater 
dlatanco. Under the idealistic condition that tho medium is perfectly 
homogenous and isotropic, tho ourrent will reach the potential 
elootrodes. It Is noted, however, that in actual practice the medium 
will never be homogonous and iaotroplo. As a result the current may 
not be able to roach the potential electrodes, (Chang (1961) had 
carried out some model experiments in vertical {srofillng, using 
brine water as medium. He found that when tho configuration was 
expanded to r = 10a the Instrument reading was very close to zero and 
that when £ is greater than 10a ftirther meastapement of the potential
TABLE 6-2
POTENTIAL DIFJ’ERENCE ^ V CORRESPONDlNa TO DIFFERENT 


























































Pig. 6-2. Relation between potential difference 
and electrode spacing
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drop between the potential eleotrodea was Impossible. It has already 
been shown that If we were to consider the pair of current electrodes 
as a single dipole, the eleotrode spacing £ must be equal to 20a or 
greater. In the laboratory the conditions are near to Ideal, while 
those In the field are far from being Ideal, Hence, £rm th© above 
considerations, one can see that measurement of the potential drop 
between the potential electrodes may not be possible In the field.
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VII. CONCLUSION
In thla Investigation two theoretical apparent resistivity 
formulae for the A-configuratlon have been derived, these fozmulae 
being given by (4-13) and (4-16). (4-13) is tho oxaot solution while
(4-16) represents the approximate solution obtained by considering 
tho pair of ourrent electrode of the A-oonfiguration as a single 
dipole. It is shown that (4-16) la the limit of (4-13) as the spacing 
^approaches to 0.
The Infinite series present in each apparent resistivity formula 
1. .h«n to b. cooy«g.nt for oil Toluoo of tho r.fl.oott«> f«,tor 
ranging from -1 to +1, with tho exception that when = -v 1 tho 
series in (4-13) diverges.
The results of numerical oaloulations indicate that the greater 
the apaolng between the two pairs of electrodes of the configuration 
in comparison to the spacing a the closer the approximate solution 
will approach to the exact solution. It is also found that tho devia­
tion of the approximate solution from the exact solution is less than 
-.310 when r is equal to 20a or greater than 20a. For practical pur­
poses this error may be considered as sufficiently small. Henoe the 
dipole approximation is valid under the condition that r must be at 
least equal to 20a or greater.
The results of the analysis show that the A-configuratlon possesses 
the following limitations:
(a) If the A-configuration were to be used for vertical profiling, 
very sensitive measuring Instruments would be desired for the measurement 
of the potential drop between the potential electrodes because it has
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been shown that the potential difference reduoos to a very small value 
to make maasiurement difficult when the separation between the two pair 
of electrodes large (r > 30a). The use of very sensitive Instrument, 
however, may not be justified because the errors encountered in the 
field are often too large to permit tho use of sensitive Instruments.
An example of euoh errors is the lateral change in resistivity of the 
surface material.
(b) Very accurate measurement of the spacing r Is reqidred.
Since the apparent resistivity is proportional to the otibe of r, only 
a slight error In the value of r will cause the apparent resistivity 
to deviate considerably. In ore prospeoting the conditions in the 
field ore often very rugged and under this condition accurate measure­
ment of r will be difficult.
(c) The result of grouping the ourrent eleotrodes together and 
keeping them at a great distance from the potential electrodes is that 
there Is a tendency for praotloally the whole part of Introduo:^ 
current to be confined to that portion of the ground oontainiiig tbs 
current electrodes. So there is only a mln(»r pcxrtlon of the current 
being able to flow to a greater distance. Theoretically the current 
will roach the potential electrodes, but in sctual practlcs this is 
questlimable. Chang's eacperlmental results showed that measurement 
was not possible when r -= 10a. Since it is noted that for the 
A-oonfiguratlon r must bo equal to 20a or greater and that the labora­
tory oanditlons are near to Ideal irhUe those in the field are far 
from being ideal. It is very doubtful that ve oan measure the potential 
drop between the two potential eleotrodes in the field.
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From tho above considerations we can see that only llnitation 
(o) alone will reader the A-oonfiguratlon to be itseless. Henoe it 
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the mraerical valuee of tho ofioduotlvity mtlo /<r, && shown 
In the foUoving tables is this si^ndlx srs omputed £rm (5-5) ond 
(5-6) respeotiveXy, In the oaloulations three different values of 
neaely 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6, were used. It ie also to be noted that 
all the oaloulatione were osrrisd out by using 15 twm of the infinite 
series in each equation.
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TABLE 1
VALUES OP THE GOlSDUCXmil RATIO OCffiRESBQNDiHQ TO 
DIPFE8ENT VALUES OP h/r COMPUTED PROM THE 
APHlOXiMA'rE EQUATION (5-6)
, / V * 0.2 0.4 0.6
0.1 0.707740 0.506402 0.363101
0.2 0,787309 0.635436 0.524025
0.3 0.8664a 0.763069 0.683250
0.4 0.927864 0.868427 0.821273
0.5 0.967374 0.940576 0.920772
0.6 0,989468 0.982497 0.980377
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TABLE 2
VALUES OP ‘IHE CONDUCTIVITI RATIO ^^/cr, CCffiRESiONDIHQ TO 
DIFFERENT VALUES OP h/r CCMHJTBD FROM THE 
EXACT EQUATION (5-5)
X = 10
h / ^ 0.2 0.4 0.6
0.1 0.708227 0,507189 0.364052
0.2 0.788364 0,6370a 0.525865
0.3 0.867655 0.765013 0.685639
0.4 0.928827 0.870107 0.823481
0,5 0.967958 0.9a648 0.922246
0.6 0.989750 0.963020 0.981094
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VALUES OF THE CGHDUGTIVITy RATIO ^  /cr. CORRSSiOlJDlHQ TO 





0.1 0.707858 0.506593 0.363333
0.2 0.787568 0.635824 0.524473
0.3 0.866740 0.763547 0.683835
0.4 0.928101 0.868838 0.821812
0.5 0.967516 0.940836 0.921127
0.6 0.989536 0.982622 0.980545
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VALUES OP THE OOMOUCTIVin RATIO CCRHESIONDING TO






0.1 0,707787 0.506480 0.363197
0.2 0,787aS 0.635598 0,524209
0.3 0.866568 0.763270 0.683492
0.4 0.927963 0.868597 0,821491
0,5 0.967431 0.940677 0.920904
0.6 0.989491 0.982537 0,980425
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VALUES OF m s  COHDWnVITy RATIO /(p, CORRESroNDlNO TO 




h / v ^ 0.2 0.4 0.6
0.1 0.707758 0.506434 0.363142
0.2 0.787360 0.635511 0.524106
0.3 0,866502 0.763163 0.683357
0.4 0.9279U 0.868504 0.821364
0.5 0.967396 0.940611 0.920809
0.6 0.989472 0.982499 0.980369
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TABLE 6
VALUES OF THE GOHDUG’TIVITX RATIO <S«. /<r. CCBRESPONDIHG TO 




0.1 0,707741 0.506408 0.363112
0.2 0.787330 0.635465 0.524050
0.3 0,866467 0.763105 0.683282
0.4 0.927882 0.868452 0,821290
0.5 0,967374 0.940568 0,920742
0.6 0.989459 0.982473 0.980327
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APPENDIX B





^  /p, = 1 + ! I - ^  ■
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program 1b set on track 48, The values
51 and the valuec of are stored on
T T m l
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ppnr.PAM Wfi- 1 __
INPUT CODE LOO! instruction: NOTES
: 0004800 1
/ooooooo X
4800 _ . r 6 3 0 0 1 enter 24. ?
01 u 0 4 0 0 1 enter 24.2
02 _. 1 5 0 0 Q f read in data -_
___ 03 m 0 0 0 0 1
04 ... b r, 0 1 0 1
05 h 5 0 n 1 h/r
06 b 5 0 p 4 1
_  07 d 5 0 0 0 X
. .08 h 5 0 7; 0 t l/x .. __
09 a 6 0 0 4 1
. 10 ..  h fi 0 3 ? I ( 1 + 1 /z _^__________ _
11 b r 0 0 4 1
12 G R 0 3 0 1
13 . h 5 Q 3 0 1A 1 - 1/x )____________
14 m 5 0 7i 2 I
1^3 m 5 0 0 0 X
ifi m 0 0 0 1
17 h R 0 3 4 x2( 1 - l/x2 )
18 1 0 0 0 1 r. 1 p.ptt cQuntar____________
19 11 0 0 0 2 I Qet counter
20 1 G 0 y 0 0 1 r!fit amimtar______ :____ _
21 b 5 0 0 4 f
■ '22. ___h 1 0 n 1
lb 5 1 n n I
 ^ .,... _... . . .......
2 A ... n 0 4 1
2 5 l b 5 1 0 2 f rr 1 ■ P__3. .-.ete,____
2 6 1 z 4 8 2 3 f loop
2 7 b P*, n 0 8 1
28 _h C, 2 0 0 f I c i ____________. ■■ _ ...29 - 2 e 0 n 1 5 1 n!p.t nmintfty_________
30  _ 21 0 0 0 2 1 sot counter
___ jU___ 2 p -Q--O.-L--0. I X
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INPUT CODE I.OC 1 INSTRUCTION NOTES
10004800 1
/OOOOOOO X
32 2b 5 2 0 0 f
33 m 5 2 0 0 1
34 2h 5 2 0 2 •
35 2e 4 8 3 2 f loop
36 3c 0 0 1 f t c'ct counter
37 31 0 0 0 2 f s e t  counter _
36 3e 0 0 0 0 I get counter______ _^____ _
39 b 5 0 5 0 1 X
40 m 5 0 5 0 f
41 3m 5,1 0 0 1
42 3m 5 1 0 0 t
43 m 5 0 0 2 ,
44 h 5 0 4 0 1 4n^(li/r)^ _ T
45 a 5 0 0 4 t
46 r 0 0 0 0 f
47 r  5 0 0 6 t X
48 h 5 0 4 2 1 ■(l /  I  1 #4n ^  (h /r ) ______
49 b 5 0 3 2 f
50 m 5 0 3 2. f
51 a 5 0 4 0 t
r 0 0 0 0 t
53 r 5 0 0 4 •
* 54 . Ji 3 _ 0 4 4 1 ^  ( 1 +1 /x ) <^*.4n^  (li/r) 2]^
5 5 - - h„ 5_ 0 3 0 X
56 m 5 0 3 0 1
57 ■ a 5 0 4 0 I
58 r 0 0 0 0 I
59 ___j:* . 5 0 0 4 f
6 0 a 5 0 4 4 1
. 6 1 n 5 0 4 2 1
6 2 3m 5 2 0 0 f
___6 2 — ___ a.5 ..0.1.6. X  form £
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INPUT CODE LOCI BTSTRUCTION NOTES
. :0004900 I
/ooooooo X .......
4900 ___ h 5 0 1 6 I
01 . 3 s . 4. 8 3 9_ I loop
02 m 3  0 3 4 f
_ 03 a 5 0 0 M I
04 r 5 0 0 4 1
05 h 5 0 1 6 t
06 b S. 0 5 0 t
07 z 0 0 0 2 1X print li/r
08 d 0 0 0 0 t
___09 b 5 0 1 6 1
10 . z 0 0 0 6 I print Cl/o;
11 m 0 0 0 0 t
b 5 0 1 6 1. ....1
13 . s " 0 1 6 t
14 h  5 '0 1 6 1 £  = Q___^_______________
15 b 5 0 1 0 X
... 16 a 5 0 5 0 I
17 h 5 0 5 0 f h / r! ...10 . a 5 0 1 4 I
. .....19 t 4 8 3 6 I loop
. . 20 b 5 2 0 0 •
___21 2 0 0 0 2 1 print
___22 m 0 0 0 0 f
ra 0 0 0 0 1X
24 .  b 5 0 1 0 I
h 5 0 5 0 t h/r . .
26 _  b 5 O O A
27 a 5.2 0 0 1
._ 28 h 5 2 0 0 t ...k, ........................................ .
29 C 5 0 1 2 t
.. 30 ± 4 8 2 .9 1__locn______________________




INPUT CODE LOG! INST'i.UCTICN NOTES
toooAgoo I
/ooooooo X
32 ...... z 0. 0 0 2. 1 p rin L  X
33 n 0 0 0 0 1
34 b 5 0 0 0 . 1
.......35 a. 5 0  .1 2 . t
36 l i  5 0 _0 .0 . 1 X + A  X . ......
■^ 7 s 5 0 2 0 I
3G t  4 G 0 6 I




















on track 48. Tlie values of :
on track 51 and the . vOvluoD of are stored on track 52.
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PROGRAM No-2
INPUT CODE LOCI INSTRUCTION NOTES
J0004800 1
/OOOOOOO X
4800 r 6 3 0 0 1 enter 24.2
01 u 0 4 0 C: f enter 24,2
02 1 5 0 0 0 1 read In data
03 m 0 0 (' 0 f
04 b ■ 0 1 2 1
05 h r  0 5 0 1 h/r
06 1c 0 0 1 5 t set counter
07 .. 11 .0 0 0 2. I X Bet counter
08 Ie 0 0 0 0 . cet counter
09 b 5 0 0 0 I
10 h 5 1 0 0 f
11 1b 5 1 0 0 1
_ .12 a 5 .0 0 0 1
11. 1h 5 1 0 2 1 25 14 2j 5 ■ f1 • ©'tc f
14 12 4 8 1 1 I loop_____________________
15 b 5 0 1 0 X
16 h 5 2 O Q 1 k,
17 2c 0 0 1 5 1
T
Bet counter
1 8 21 0 0 0 2 1 aet counter
19 ___2e 0 0_0 0^ • set counter
20 2 b 5 2 0 0 1
21 m 5 2 0 0 9
22 2h 5 2 _Q . 2 t
2? - 2z 4 8 2  0 VA  loop
. 24 3c 0 0 15 t eat counter
25 . .31 0 0 0 2 9 o.et counter
26 3a 0 0 U  0 9 sat countar
27 b 5 0 0 6 •
. ... 28 . m 5 0 5 0 9
29 m  5 0 5 0 9
3Q 3m 5 t o o 9
____ZlL.___3m’ 5. 1 .0 Q 1X
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INPUT CODE LOCI INSTRUCTION NOTES
:0Q04S00 t
/ooooooo fX
52 a 5 0 ;■ 0 f
55.. _ i 5 0 . 2 0 .f r4n^(h/r)^ + iJ ^
b 5 0 2 0 1
35 G 5 0 0 .4 ,1
36 r 0 0 0 0 t
37 r 5 0 0 0 1
36 h 5 0 2 2 1 l/[4n2(h/r)- + 1 ]^
39 h 5 0 2 Q •X
40 e 5 0 0 8 1
_ 41 r 0 0 0 0 f
42 r 5 0 0 4 • 3/[ 4n2(;>/r)^ + 1
43 s 5 0 2. 2. 1
44 3m 5 2 0 0 f
. 45. a 0 1 h • form X  ____
46 3z 4 8 2 7 9 loop
. 47. a 5 a nji ?X  ..........................
48 r 5 0 0 0 f
49 h 5 0 1 4 1 ^ / < n  _
50 b 5 0 5 0 t
. 51 z 0 0 0 2 » print h/r
52 d 0 0 0 C 1 •
......... ....h 5 0 1 4 1
_.. 5 4 s 0 0 0 6 1 print ^/(TI
b 5 0 1 4 9 X
.. . 5.6 s ■: 0 1 4 1
. 5 7 h 5 0 1 4 9 X  = 0
........ 5 8 .. b 5 0 5 0 9
5 9 a 5 0 1 2 9
___ 6fi_____h 5 C 5 0 9 h / r
61 s 5 0 1 6 9 test Ii/b
62 t 4 5 2 4 f loop
63 b 5 2 0 0 I X
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INPUT CODE LOG! i: STIiUCTICN NOTES
;0004900 .
/ooooooo X
4900 Z 0 0 0 2 1 •Drlnt _ _
01 m 0 0 0 0 1
02 m 0 0 0 0 f
03 b 5 -0 1 .2 1
04 h 5 0 5 0 • li/r
OS b 5 0 1 C 1
06 a 8 2 0 0 I
..07 h - 2 0 0 1X ......................................  .
OC c 3  0 1 8 Y test lci
_ 09 t 4 8 1 7 t LOOP .
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